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ImTOO Convert PowerPoint to Video allows you to convert PowerPoint presentations
(PPTs) to common video and high definition (HD) formats including AVI, MOV, MPEG-4,
WMV, FLV, and MP4 without Microsoft PowerPoint. Copy your PPTs onto your iPod, iPhone,
PSP and BlackBerry, and even upload them onto sites such as YouTube. You can also add
commentaries, music, and watermarks to your PPTs and much more. Try it out for free now!

Introducing the world's first ever PowerPoint to video converter! Convert PPTs to popular
common videos (such as AVI, H.264, WMV, MP4, MOV) and 1080p HD videos (such as HD
AVI, HD H.264, HD MPEG-2 TS).
With this all-in-one PowerPoint converter, you can share your PowerPoint slideshows on the
web like YouTube or on various multimedia devices including iPod, iPhone, PSP, and
BlackBerry.

This PowerPoint to Video Converter enables you to record and add your own commentaries,
add watermarks and music to PPTs, adjust the time interval between slides, rehearse PPTs,
convert any PPT within minutes and several at once.
Convert any PPT to video effectively even without Microsoft PowerPoint installed.

Get other version here:

ImTOO Convert PowerPoint to Video Personal  $49.95  Buy now Free trial

Main Functions

PowerPoint to videoConvert PowerPoint to Video
The PowerPoint Converter lets you convert Microsoft PowerPoint (ppt, pptx, pptm, ppsx, pps,
ppsm, potx, potm, pot) slideshows into common videos and 1080p HD videos. Converting
PPT files to videos in this way has no need for installing Misrosoft PowerPoint.

Record presentation rehearsalRecord Your Presentation Rehearsal
Rehearse your presentation as if you are on the spot, and record your narrations and voice.
Start or stop the recordings at anytime.

PowerPoint converterAdd Watermarks and Audio
The PPT to Video Converter enables you to add copyright to your videos with text messages,
logos and pictures; introduce background music (MP3, WMA, WAV) to your slideshows.

PPT to videoConvert PowerPoint to Video Fast
Quickly convert your presentation slideshows to videos without animations and sound effects.
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Just in a few minutes!

Key Features

Convert batches of presentation files to supported video formats at one time at high
speed with less CPU resource consumed than others.
Popular devices supported: iPod, iPhone, PSP, BlackBerry. Watch your presentations
on the go.
Customize output parameters including video size, quality, frame rate, time between
slides, and file name.
Keep the original features, such as animations, transitions, audio files, and sound
effects in the output file.
Provides options for post conversion actions, such as shut down, hibernate, exit,
standby.
Highly compatible with Microsoft PowerPoint XP, 2003, 2007.
Performs regular automatic checks for updates to keep the software in the latest
version.
Two view modes: list and thumbnails. Preview your presentation slides one by one in
thumbnails.
Preview the output video file; compare the presentations with and without effects
added in real-time.
Multiple skins and multi-language interfaces (English, German, French, Chinese, and
Japanese).

System Requirements

OS :      Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista, Windows 7
Processor :     1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM :     512MB RAM (1GB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk :     2GB space or more (50MB space for installation)
Graphic Card :     Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
Others :     Windows-compatible (WHQL Certified) sound card recommended
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